
Report on ZSMU’s surgical cases with medical errors testing 

 

Totally, 6 cases on different surgical pathologies were tested on the 2
th
 of June. 

The students of the 5
th

 year of study of Medical Faculty, 24 students in all, were 

divided into 3 groups, and each group tested 2 cases in presence of tutors and cases 

creators.  

In general, all cases have received positive feedbacks from students regarding 

correctness and fullness of the developed cases. Some amendments and comments 

proposed to the surgical cases are reflected in the tables below. 

Case “Savin” (Bilai A. I.) 

№ of 

node 

Comments 

3063  Too many abbreviations in the ehocardioscopy 

3072 Ultrasound of the abdominal cavity organs and  urinoexcretory system lacks 

information concerning an appendicular  appendix  

3252 Little amount of scenarios and there is no description of a vermicular appendix 

 

Eduard Ivanov (Bilai A. I.) 

№ of 

node 

Comments 

3109  Spelling mistake  - интерпретация 

3109  Spelling mistake  - полученных 

3121 Accident and Emergency department – there is no conclusion and arrow 

3160 In the node of fiberoptic esophagogastroduodenoscopy we propose to remove a 

stage of cicatrization as this information can contradict the main diagnosis   

3161 

3112 

To add a stage “sealing” before “excision” 

3119  

 

Neimark’s test affirmative to positive 

 

Prokhor Shaliapin (Kapshytar O.O.) 

№ of 

node 

Comments 

3183 Describe fully the blood test 

3145 Describe fully the blood test 

3152 to add fiberoptic esophagogastroduodenoscopy as a variant 

 

Zoia Strybok (Kapshytar O.O.) 

№ of Comments 



node 

3257 To list the specific tests and analysis in a variant – blood sampling  

3386, 

87,88 

Spelling mistake  – методик 

3386, 

87,88  

Spelling mistake  - итерпритации 

 

Hurylev (Voloshyn O. M.) 

№ of 

node 

Comments 

3082 To add thrombocytes 

 

Sahan’ V. F. (Voloshyn O. M.) 

№ of 

node 

Comments 

3094 To add a space to «HelicobacterPylori», in a case history «сахарный диабет» is 

repeated, to correct spelling mistake «аппендектомия» 

3095 Spelling mistake «несклько» 

3096 To remove an arrow from the image  

3174 Spelling mistake «симптомотическое», «Усаток», «стуки» 

3244 Spelling mistake «cмезентеральным» 

 

 

 

  


